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Abstract
The study of automatically generate test data based on evolutionary algorithm method focuses on the path coverage direction. The key problem is how to construct a suitable and has a good orientation of the fitness function to evaluate the quality of a test data. This paper introduces several evolution test methods, shows its advantages and problems it can effectively solve, and propose an improved evolutionary test data generation method, which can generate better test data.
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1. Introduction
Software testing is to find defects in the software, it is one of the effective means to ensure the software quality, and is an indispensable component of the software development life cycle. A test program is good or bad depends on the selection of test cases. However, software testing is a complicated process. It throughout the stages of software development process, and requires a lot of manpower, material resources and time. Usually, test automation technology can provide a method to generate test cases with high quality, and improve the efficiency of testing. Research a kind of effective test automation technology, to reduce the cost of software testing has very important significance.

Evolutionary algorithm has been applied to main fields, such as contingent power network [1]. Evolutionary Testing make the test cases generation process into methods of using genetic algorithm for numerical optimization problems, using the fitness function as test objectives, mapped test space to the search space of the algorithm, generate test cases which meet the target of testing automatically and efficiently. The whole process without too much human intervention, thus using evolutionary testing technology to generate test cases greatly reduces the test cost.

Evolutionary testing mainly includes structural evolution testing, functional testing and performance testing, etc. At present the most widely studied of evolutionary testing technology is structural evolution test technology. Structural evolution test make test target into the cover of the program structure, such as statement/branch coverage, path coverage, etc. [2], the mainly used fitness constructor are distance oriented method, sorting cover oriented method and the control cover oriented method [3]. Path oriented test data generation is one of the main methods of test data generation based on the structural test. There are a lot of researches for path oriented method, especially on evolutionary algorithm to generate test data got great research progress.

Evolution test has the advantages of efficient, dynamic and strong guidance; the key is to design a reasonable fitness function. If the fitness function is not suitable, test efficiency may be lower than random testing. For different applications or test objects, fitness functions are different. And in order to get the best effect, fitness functions need to be constantly adjusted according to the processing of evolutionary testing. There are two main problems existing in the current evolutionary testing: the first one is invalid solution problem, which can’t determine whether the solution is used in the effective search domain; the other is the problem of population degradation. There are only a few genotypes in the population, which directs the local optimal solution can always survive [4]. The mainly reason is the fitness function only according to whether it meet the test conditions or is close to the optimal judgment, rather than to judge...
whether the solution is in the effective search domain, whether it leads to the factors such as
degradation of population or not.

In addition, the evolutionary testing algorithms mostly use coverage [5] the indicators as
the feedback information of testing procedures, test execution is not considered in cost, there is
no guarantee that you get the test program set of execution efficiency. For a software, if
completes all the required validation works need a lot of testing procedures, and however the
test execution efficiency is low, thus can greatly lengthen the test time, and lessen efficiency.
And in the software development cycle, need for regression testing for many times, repeated
low execution efficiency of testing process, will seriously affect the project schedule. To solve
these problems, this paper improved the adaptive fitness function of an integrated design
approach, both to ensure coverage, improve the execution efficiency, and can effectively avoid
population degradation and local optimal solution of the problem.

2. Improving the Fitness Function

For invalid solution and population degradation problems, researchers put
forward an optimization method based on punishment function of evolutionary testing [6], this
method can punish population individuals which are outside of the search domain, and
reduce the fitness value of local optimal solution, make more solutions involve in the next
iteration of evolution process. The fitness function is defined as shown in formula (1):

\[ y(x) = f(x) - \theta_1 \times g(x) - \theta_2 \times h(x), \]
\[ (\theta_1, \theta_2 \in [0, +\infty)) \]  

In formula (1), \( f(x) \) is the original definition of fitness function, \( g(x) \) is the punishment
function to deal with invalid solutions, \( \theta_1 \) is invalid solution punish parameter, \( h(x) \) is the
punishment function to deal with local optimal solutions, \( \theta_2 \) is the local optimal solution punish
parameter. \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) is constant which scope is \([0, +\infty)\), their values determines the
corresponding penalties, and is needed to be determined before the test started. For invalid
solutions and local optimal solutions, using static method and dynamic punishment method to
do punishment, because for invalid solutions, effective input domain of solution has been
determined before the start of the test, to judge whether they are valid only need to according to
distance of the solution to the effective input fields. The greater of the distance, the larger of the
ofrhe punishment function's value, for efficient solutions, the punishment function does not work. The
punishment for local optimal solutions is required to according to the individual's proportion of
the population to dynamically adjustment. Usually use simulated annealing punishment function
or adaptive punishment function two ways to punish local optimal solution. The longer of the time
individual as local optimal solution, the larger of the punishment function's value. So, the fitness
function can dynamic adjustment of the individual fitness value according to whether the
individual is the efficient solution or local optimal solution, avoid invalid solution and degradation
occurred.

For evolutionary algorithm using coverage indicators as judgment of test program's
optimization goal, and lead to the problem of low efficiency, researcher proposed test program
generation method based on multiple target optimizations [7]. The method consists of two
objective functions: the first one is to achieve test procedure's largest coverage; the second is to
reduce test execution cost to a minimum. In test program generation problems, for coverage is
the main indicator for assessing how the test program is. However, for a test program with very
low coverage, while its execution cost is very small, execution efficiency is high, but it is not the
solution we need. If not remove those solutions, they will always at the top for they have high
execution efficiency. So we need to set punishment function to eliminate the solution of small
coverage. We can use formula (2) to determine whether a solution should be eliminated:

\[ y(x) = \frac{f_{max} - f(x)}{f_{max} - f_{min}} \times 100\% \]  

In formula (2), \( f_{max} \) and \( f_{min} \) is the maximum and minimum value of coverage individuals
allow in a population. The formula reflects the population individuals' deviation degree of
minimum coverage rate relative to the maximum value. If the deviation degree exceeds the
threshold which is set at the beginning of test, the individuals will be regarded as invalid solution, and can be eliminated.

In addition, the traditional evolutionary test data generation method exists problems of algorithm complex, and coding difficulties and parameters are not easy to set up and so on, some scholars put forward a kind of software test data automated generation method based on differential evolution algorithm [8]. Operator to the operation of the algorithm was improved, solves the problem of test data to generate discrete differential evolution algorithm. The basic idea of differential evolution algorithm is first generate an initial population in the search space, then produce new individual by weighting any two individuals' vector differential and then superimpose a third individual. Then compare the fitness value of the new individual and the individual, if the new individual's fitness value is better than that of the parent individual's fitness value, then replace parent individual with the new individual, or parent individual is still preserved. By iterative calculation unceasingly, keep excellent individuals surviving, and eliminate inferior individuals, thus the search process was guided to approach the optimal solution.

According to the mentioned evolutionary testing technology improvement idea, we put forward the following method to construct of fitness function: First of all, in order to measure the quality of the test program, in addition to using coverage indicators, at the same time also use performance indicators and distance indicators. Execution efficiency indicators can guarantee test speed of test program in large software, and guarantee the test cases to cover the current node or statements to the test set goals at the beginning of distance information, and judge the current node's or a statement's distance information with test goal while covering the test case. Three indicators evaluate a test program at the same time, which can assure the high coverage rate of evolutionary testing. In addition, in order to solve the problem of population degradation and local optimal solution, the introduction of punishment function and the fitness function to influence population evolution test cases are eliminated. The fitness function as shown in formula (3):

$$y(x) = f(x) - \theta_1 \times e(x) - \theta_2 \times d(x) - \theta_3 \times g(x) - \theta_4 \times h(x)$$

where \(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3, \theta_4\) is the four relevant parameters of the functions, they are setup before the start of the test. The value of the four parameters determines the functions' influence degree of test cases.

### 3. Experimental Verification

In order to verify the validity of the design of fitness function, the triangle program test experiment was carried out. Take the three sides of the triangle a, b, c as for the input items, the test goal is to achieve three sides equal nodes, that is a=b=c. Representation for the evolution of population individuals is (a, b, c). The experiment of the total number of evolution T=500, the size of the population size P=200, the largest number of iterations I=20. The input fields for the input item a, b, c is [30, 50]. For the efficiency of decision function e(x) using computer clock cycles to determine, the computer's main frequency for executing the test program is 1.7GHz. Therefore

$$e(x) = 1.7 - T_x \times I_x / 1.7$$

distance function

$$d(x) = \min (|30 - x|, |50 - x|)$$

punishment function of ineffective solution

$$g(x) = (1 / (0.001 + 1/d(x)))$$

punishment function of local optimal solution

$$h(x) = \exp (-2/T_x) \times P_x$$

So the fitness function y(x) as shown in the formula (5):

$$y(x) = f(x) - 0.5 \times \left(1.7 - T_x \times \frac{1}{1.7}\right) - \min (|30 - x|, |50 - x|) - 0.5 \times (1 / (0.001 + 1/d(x))) - 30 \times (\exp (-2/T_x) \times P_x)$$

In experiment, each different size of the population was separately run for 10 times, record each time to find the optimal solution of the iteration number and running time, and
calculate the average iterative count and iteration time. Figure 1 and figure 2 show the experimental results comparison to f(x) and y(x).

From the experimental results of figure 1 and figure 2, it can be seen that after using the adaptive value function y(x), the triangle program have obvious improve both iteration count and iteration time, which indicates after added the punishment function and efficiency function, y(x) is very efficient to improve the coverage and punishment ineffective solutions and local optimal solution.

4. Summary
In this paper, the method of adopting adds a series of control means on the basis of the original fitness function to solve the problems of evolutionary testing. And supervise the process of population evolution, both retained the evolutionary test coverage, and can guarantee test program’s execution efficiency, and can also avoid degradation and invalid solution in the process of population evolution, optimize the quality and efficiency of test data generation.
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